
POSTAGE CURRENCY designs were
based on the then current U.S. five-
cent and ten-cent postage stamps.
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Notes from the Vault: 

An Examination of the U.S. Postage
and Fractional Currency holdings

in the National Numismatic Collection
by Tom O'Mara

T HE NATIONAL NUMISMATIC COLLECTION (NNC),
which is housed in the Museum of American History at the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C., is a treasure chest of
coins, currency and medals of the world. The holdings are exten-

sive and many ordinary and extremely rare coins and notes are represented.
There are regular issued circulated examples as well as many proof, experimen-
tal, and unadopted varieties of coins, currency and medals. Over the years,
much groundbreaking research has been achieved in a variety of numismatic
disciplines using the NNC's treasure trove as its source. Whether researchers
were examining coin die varieties or National Bank Note original plate proof
impressions, great strides in numismatic insight and knowledge have been
gained and documented.

In 1999, at the International Paper Money Show in Memphis, I had the
privilege of listening to James Hughes, Museum Specialist from the National
Numismatic Collection, speak at the Society of Paper Money Collectors'
Annual Meeting. Jim gave a presentation on the NNC's vast holdings of
National Bank Note plate proof impressions. It was a very informative presen-
tation as many never before seen designs were displayed.

Additionally, the presentation triggered my recollection from research by
Milton R. Friedberg and Martin T. Gengerke that there were many U.S.
postage and fractional currency notes held at the Smithsonian Institution. The
famous Herman K. Crofoot Collection of U.S. Postage and Fractional
Currency, as well as fractional currency plate proof impressions which had long
been held at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP) (alongside the
National Bank Note proofs Jim was highlighting in his presentation) were held
at the NNC.

Later that day I spotted Jim Hughes examining the fractional currency
exhibits on the bourse floor and we struck up a conversation. One thing led to
another, and eventually he asked if I would be willing to visit the NNC and
examine both the Crofoot Collection and the plate proof impressions first
hand. I was ready to go even before he finished the invitation, however, I
thought two sets of eyes would be necessary so I recruited long time fractional
collector and researcher Doug Hales to join me.

Unfortunately, we only had two days to spend going through the hold-
ings, but with Jim's assistance in early preparation for our visit, we made a fair
amount of headway. We viewed as many notes as we could in the short time
we were there, and also made a list of notes we thought should be pho-
tographed and shared with the fractional collector community whose resources
and time limited their ability to view them directly.

This article will highlight a number of the interesting pieces we examined
in the holdings, most of them from the Crofoot Collection. We will share our
findings on the plate proof impressions in another article. Very few researchers
have seen this rare material before, and although some has been documented in



Notice "& DESIGNATED" top left - this
was changed to "AND DESIGNATED"
in final design.
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Milton R. Friedberg's Encyclopedia of U.S. Postage and Fractional Currency, noth-
ing can make understanding more illustrative than the following photographs
and descriptions.

First, a word on the Herman K. Crofoot Collection. Since many of the
extraordinary and unique pieces in the NNC are pedigreed to this collection,
how did it come about? General Francis F. Spinner, who is known as the
"Father of Fractional Currency," kept many proofs, experimental and issued
notes with him when he returned to upstate New York after his years of service
(1861-1875) as United States Treasurer. He shared his fractional currency
knowledge and collection with his neighbor, Mr. Thomas Cunningham, who
was born June 6, 1828, and died December 30, 1910.

Upon Spinner's death, the collection passed to Mr. Cunningham and
later to his neighbor and fellow fractional collector Mr. Herman K. Crofoot of
Moravia, NY. In the early 1960s the Crofoot Collection was donated to the
Smithsonian Institution and now resides in the NNC. This is the sequence of
events that enabled many of the early, unique, and rare postage and fractional
currency artist designs, essays, and experimental notes to have been preserved
and saved for today's collector. AVe now share a number of them with you.

ORIGINAL POSTAGE CURRENCY DESIGNS
It is widely accepted and documented that the original idea for the design

of U.S. Postage Currency came about when the Treasurer of the United States,
General Francis E. Spinner made prototypes of four denominations (5-, 10-,
25- and 50-cents) by pasting various combinations of the 5 (Scott #76) and 10
(Scott #68) cents U.S. postage stamps then in use on U.S. Treasury letterhead.

Various artist designs and essays were prepared prior to approval and sign
off on the final designs that would become U.S. Postage Currency. The fol-
lowing four notes are examples of artist designs, which are partially drawn or
hand pasted notes. These notes combine both hand drawn and cutout printed
design pieces pasted on cardboard. For example, on the 5-cent note (shown
following), the center stamp vignette, the "5" on dies to either side, and the
four corner scroll works, are pasted-on printings, while the borders and word-
ing are hand drawn with a watercolor type ink. Highlights include the use of
"Postage Stamps" across the top of the design and the absence of the "National
Bank Note Co., N.Y." imprint along the bottom of the note.

These four examples are early artist mock-ups and were close to the
final design, but not exactly. The next step in the design process was to pre-



You can see on this 10-cent artist
design that the top left corner paste on
scrollwork fell off over the years.
Also, notice the "X" on the dies at
either side of the center vignette,
which was later changed and became
a "10" in the final issued design.
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Notice the heavily filled in fields at the
top corners ... different from final

design.

The center "50" on die and part of the
border scrollwork are pasted on print-

ings.
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pare plates and print some test notes, or essays. These four essays were designs
printed as tests in note form, but not necessarily the final adopted design.

In addition to the First Issue artist designs, essays, and plate proofs dis-
played here (many seen by most for the first time), we uncovered many other
interesting partial and unfinished proofs in various stages of development, from
other fractional series.

Notice the four essays above and following are almost as adopted except for the use of
"Postage Stamps" across the top. These essays are printed from completed engraved plates.
Note the word "Stamps" on all four denominations has been crossed out by hand in pencil
with an "X", and some notations can be seen handwritten in the borders. On the 50-cent
note, the first two letters "CU" of "CURRENCY" are visible in the border, indicating that
someone senior in the BEP or Treasury Department was giving final review to this essay and
determined, with the stroke of a pencil, that the government would be issuing "Postage
Currency" NOT "Postage Stamps". Just think what we would be collecting were it not for that
penciled notation. Additionally, still no "National Bank Note, Co. N.Y." imprint at this stage
yet.
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I believe these were as close to the
final essays prepared for the First
Issue of U.S. Postage Currency and
with only a few minor adjustments we
would have a final design. The
changes were: "STAMPS" to "CUR-
RENCY" and adding "NATIONAL
BANK NOTE, CO. N.Y." imprint.
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Finally, we have this 50-cent plate
proof, which is an impression of the
final adopted design.
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An unfinished proof in stage of develop-
ment!

Progress proof.
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Finished plate proof.
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Finally, here are some artist designs and progress proofs for designs that
were NOT adopted as final designs for U.S. Fractional Currency.
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Progress proof.
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In conclusion, I would like to acknowledge and thank Jim Hughes
(Museum Specialist) and Douglas Mudd (Museum Photographer) both of the
National Numismatic Collection, National Museum of American History,
Smithsonian Institution, in Washington, DC for their time and assistance in
availing the NNC's holdings to Doug Hales and myself for review. Without
their assistance, these truly special, rare, one-of-a-kind fractional currency
proofs and essays would not have been viewed by the many who thoroughly
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enjoy the study of fractional currency.
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